Additional Required Items (purchase or bring from home)

- CASE-IT 3" BINDER
- PAPERMATE BLACK FLAIR MED FELT TIP PEN
- 3X5 RULED WHITE INDEX CARDS 100CT
- ROLL OF 1" MASKING TAPE
- SHEPARD ASSIGNMENT NOTEBOOK
- ASSORTED INDEX PAPER DIVIDERS 8 TAB
- GARBAGE BAG (FOR ART PROJECTS)
- DISINFECTING WIPES, 75 CT (BULK)
- BOUNTY BASICS PAPER TOWELS, 2 PLY (BULK)
- ELMER'S SCHOOL GLUE 4OZ
- 10 WELL COVERED PALETTE W/ COVER
- NO2 DIXON ORIOLE PRESHARPENED PENCIL
- BIC RED MEDIUM STICK PEN
- BIC BLUE MEDIUM STICK PEN
- WIDE RULE 8X10.5 FILLER PAPER 150CT
- EXPO2 LOW ODOR CHISEL TIP DRY ERASE MARKERS 4PK
- 7.25" SCISSORS
- 12" 1/16" STANDARD/METRIC CLEAR PLASTIC RULER
- 3X3 HIGHLAND YELLOW NOTES 1PAD 100SHTS
- SHARPIE BLACK FINE MARKER 1EA
- CRAYOLA WASH FINE TIP CLASSIC MARKERS 8CT
- ASST HIGHLIGHTERS 4 PACK
- ELMER'S (22 GRAM) GLUE STICK .77OZ
- YELLOW PLASTIC FOLDER W/ 3 HOLES
- ORANGE PLASTIC FOLDER W/ 3 HOLES
- RED PLASTIC FOLDER W/ 3 HOLES
- BLACK PLASTIC FOLDER W/ 3 HOLES
- GREEN PLASTIC FOLDER W/ 3 HOLES
- BLUE PLASTIC FOLDER W/ 3 HOLES
- CRAYOLA 7" COLORED PRESHARPENED PENCILS 12CT
- 1SUB WIDE RULED ASST SPIRAL 100CT
- 1" RED HARDBACK VINYL BINDER
- BAND/ORCH STUDENTS: 1.5" BINDER/5 DIVIDERS/10 SHEET PROTECTORS
- CASE-IT 3" BINDER
- WIDE RULE 8X10.5 BLACK MARBLE COMP BOOK 100CT
- 4X6 WHITE RULED INDEX CARDS 100CT
- LABSONIC LS9000 HEADPHONES
- TI-30XA CALCULATOR
- POST IT HIGHLAND 3X3 YELLOW NOTES 1OOSHTS/PAD
- CRAYOLA CLASSIC FINE MARKERS 10CT
- NYLON PENCIL BAG, CLEAR TOP W/ GROMT 7.25X10.25
- PAPERMATE BLACK FLAIR MED FELT TIP PEN
- SHEPARD ASSIGNMENT NOTEBOOK
- GARBAGE BAG (FOR ART PROJECTS)
- BOUNTY BASICS PAPER TOWELS, 2 PLY
- TISSUES, 164 CT BOX
- 1" 5STAR FLEX HYBRID NOTEBINDER
- NO2 DIXON ORIOLE PRESHARPENED PENCIL
- BIC RED MEDIUM STICK PEN
- BIC BLACK MEDIUM STICK PEN
- WIDE RULE 8X10.5 FILLER PAPER 150CT
- 8X10.5 SPIRAL 4X4 PERF GRAPH PAPER 100CT
- 3X5 RULED WHITE INDEX CARDS 100CT
- ELMER'S (22 GRAM) GLUE STICK .77OZ
- PINK BEVEL ERASER (LATEX FREE)
- SHARPIE BLACK FINE MARKER 1EA
- ASST HIGHLIGHTERS 4 PACK
- ELMER'S GLUE ALL 4OZ
- WHITE PLASTIC FOLDER W/ 3 HOLES
- ORANGE PLASTIC FOLDER W/ 3 HOLES
- RED PLASTIC FOLDER W/ 3 HOLES
- BLACK PLASTIC FOLDER W/ 3 HOLES
- GREEN PLASTIC FOLDER W/ 3 HOLES
- BLUE PLASTIC FOLDER W/ 3 HOLES
- EXPO2 LOW ODOR CHISEL TIP DRY ERASE MARKERS 4PK
- CRAYOLA 7" COLORED PRESHARPENED PENCILS 24CT
- 1SUB WIDE RULED SPIRAL NON PERF BLUE 70CT
- 1SUB WIDE RULED SPIRAL NON PERF ORANGE 70CT
- 1SUB WIDE RULED SPIRAL NON PERF GREEN 70CT
- 1SUB WIDE RULED SPIRAL NON PERF YELLOW 70CT
- 1" ASST RULED SPIRAL NON PERF 3-HOLE PUNCH 70CT
- 1.5" WHITE VIEW VINYL BINDER
- 12" SPANDEX 12 HOLE BINDER PEWTER
- 12" 1/16" STANDARD/METRIC CLEAR PLASTIC RULER
- SHARPIE BLACK FINE MARKER 1EA
- FLUORESCENT PINK HIGHLIGHTER
- FLUORESCENT GREEN HIGHLIGHTER
- BIC BLACK MEDIUM STICK PEN
- SCOTCH FIBERGLASS CLEANCUT TAPE 1"x10yds
- DISINFECTING WIPES, 75 CT (BULK)

If you buy school supplies on your own, you can purchase the required items at DeerfieldCoalition.com by June 1st.

SHEPARD 6TH GRADE KIT
- 3X6 WHITE RULED INDEX CARDS 100CT
- ROLL OF 1" MASKING TAPE
- SHEPARD 7TH GRADE KIT
- SHEPARD 8TH GRADE KIT
- 3X6 RULED WHITE INDEX CARDS 100CT
- ROLL OF 1" MASKING TAPE
- SHEPARD 7TH GRADE KIT
- SHEPARD 8TH GRADE KIT